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INTRODUCTION
About your Personal Reading
This reading was composed for you personally, Michelle, and is based on your
full name at birth, your date of birth, and the name you now use to introduce
yourself. Please check your birth data on the title page to make sure the names
and date of birth used are correct.
If you have two or more middle names or last names, you may find the names
strung together. This is necessary to make Transit and Essence cycles function
correctly. For example, the name John Patrick Henry Hancock would appear on
the title page as John PatrickHenry Hancock.
Michelle, your Personal Numerology Reading describes all aspects of your
chart as they are understood in numerology, accurately and in-depth.
Each chapter starts with a short introduction telling you where this particular
number is found and how it affects you. This is followed by the number itself.
Often, you will find a double digit number followed by a single digit.
The meaning of your number is then explained in easy to read language.
Michelle, you don't need to know anything about numerology to be able to enjoy
and benefit from this reading.
I hope you will enjoy your reading.

LIFE PATH
If ever there was a moment of total transformation, it was the moment of your
birth. In that instant, you stepped through a door in time into a new reality -- the
reality of human life. The most important number in your numerology chart is
based on the date of your birth, the moment when the curtain goes up in your life.
Even at that moment, you were a person with your own unique character, as
unique as your DNA. Everything that is you existed in potential, much like a play
that is about to begin. Your entire life exists as a potential that has been prepared
for. Michelle, you have ultimate freedom to do with your life as you like: To fulfill its
potential completely, or to make some smaller version of yourself. It all depends
upon your effort and commitment. You make the decisions to fulfill, to whatever
extent, the potential life that exists within you. That is your choice. In this sense,
the possible you is implicit during the moment of your birth.
The Life Path number gives us a broad outline of the opportunities, challenges,
and lessons we will encounter in this lifetime. Your Life path is the road you are
traveling. It reveals the opportunities and challenges you will face in life. Your Life
Path number is the single most important information available in your Personality
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Chart!
Your Life Path is 11/2
Michelle, you have the potential to be a source of inspiration and illumination for
people. You possess an inordinate amount of energy and intuition. There is so
much going on in your psyche that you are often misunderstood early in life,
making you shy and withdrawn. You have far more potential than you know.
You galvanize every situation you enter. You inspire people, but without your
conscious effort. Energy seems to flow through you without your controlling it.
This gives you both power and sometimes emotional turmoil.
You are a channel for information between the higher and the lower, between
the realm of the archetype and the relative world. Ideas, thoughts, understanding,
and insight -- all of these can come to you without your having to go through a
rational thought process. There seems to be a bridge, or connection, between
your conscious and unconscious realms, attuning you to a high level of intuition
through which even psychic information can flow.
All of this amounts to a great capacity for invention. Many inventors, artists,
religious leaders, prophets, and leading figures in history have had the 11
prominent in their chart.
Because you are so highly charged, you experience the consequences of a
two-edged sword. You possess great abilities, but indulge in much self-reflection
and self- criticism. You often feel highly self-conscious. You are aware on some
level that you stand out. Even when you try to blend with your environment, you
often feel conspicuous, alien, and out-of-place.
Michelle, you are blessed with a message, or a specific role to play in life. But
you must develop yourself sufficiently to take full advantage of that opportunity.
Until that time, your inner development takes precedence over your ability to
materialize the great undertaking you were chosen to perform. Consequently, 11s
seem to develop slowly, but they simply have more to accomplish in their
evolution than the average person. Thus, your real success does not usually
begin until maturity, between the ages of 35 and 45, when you have progressed
further along your path.
You may often be frustrated, largely because you have extremely high
expectations of yourself. But these expectations can be unrealistic, and can
prevent you from accomplishing anything. You can be very impractical,
envisioning a skyscraper when all that was necessary was a two-story house.
You may also suffer from bouts of confusion and lack of direction. This gives
rise to loss of confidence and the onset of deep depression. The cause of these
emotional problems is your lack of understanding of your own sensitivity and
potential. Your desire to achieve some great ambition is enormous. However, a
lack of confidence in your own ability to realize this dream may cause you much
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frustration. You sense the enormous potential you possess, which requires
equally enormous confidence in your ability to materialize your dream.
Confidence is the key that unlocks your potential.
On a strictly physical level, you must protect your nervous system, which is
inordinately vulnerable to stress because of your acute sensitivity. Depression is
often the result of long periods of stress that have gone unrelieved. Seek out
peaceful and harmonious environments, relaxing music, and follow a healthful
diet in order to restore balance and peace.
As an 11 Life Path, you are a highly charged version of the 2 and possess
many of the characteristics and talents of that number.
You can be extremely diplomatic and tactful. You are also patient and
cooperative. You work well with groups and somehow find a way of creating
harmony among diverse opinions. You enjoy music and poetry and require a
harmonious environment. You have an eye for beauty and a fine sense of balance
and rhythm. You have healing capabilities, especially in such fields as massage,
acupuncture, physical therapy, and counseling.
Michelle, you are a sensitive and passionate lover; your perceptiveness makes
you aware of your partner's needs and desires, which you are able to fulfill with
almost magical delicacy. However, when you feel you have been mistreated or
jilted, you can react with devastating power, sometimes using personal criticisms
vindictively.
You are a fine companion and possess a good sense of humor.
When you have found your niche in life and begun to realize your true potential,
your rewards will more than compensate for your trials earlier in life.

BIRTHDAY
The day you were born bears great significance in understanding who you are
and where your talents lie. The day of birth indicates some special talent you
possess. It is a gift to you that will help you along your Life's Path. Your day of
birth is one of your four core numbers -- the Life Path, Expression, and Heart’s
Desire being the other three. It is the least significant of the four core numbers,
but perhaps the most finite, in that it reveals a specific ability you possess in a
marked degree.
Your Birthday is 28
You possess a gift for leadership, but it is employed best through cooperative
effort. Your means are generally gentle persuasion, rather than overt displays of
power.
You are unconventional, idealistic, and independent. Michelle, you are
extremely ambitious. You possess much self confidence, but need much
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encouragement.
You have an exceptionally analytical and rational mind. You are an excellent
planner, with a talent for directing and managing groups of people. You easily
become frustrated with routine activities. You're willing to take risks.
There is a pioneer spirit in you. You like to be on the frontier of whatever you
are doing. Once a project is started, however, you prefer to turn it over to others
to run and maintain. You are a great starter, but are not much interested in
keeping the show going.
Michelle, you can be very stubborn and rigid once you have committed to an
idea -- something you do more than you realize. You tend to identify with your
ideas and you do not like to change them; you have a powerful ego-bond with
most of what you do, which makes compromise difficult for you.
You are highly emotional and enjoy demonstrating your love. On the other
hand, you can become irritated and angry easily, and are given to tantrums.
You are highly creative and have a great mind for marshaling facts in order to
sell ideas. You make a wonderful debater and salesperson.
With your determination and inventive mind, you have potential for achievement
and much financial success.

EXPRESSION
Your Expression number reveals your physical and mental constitution, the
orientation or goal of your life. Some numerologists refer to this number as the
Destiny, because it represents a lifelong target at which you are aiming. You
work at fulfilling this potential every day of your life. Thus, the Expression number
reveals your inner goal, the person you aim to be.
The Expression number reveals the talents, abilities, and shortcomings that
were with you when you entered your human body. Your name, and the numbers
derived from it, reveals your development, as well as the talents and issues you
will be working with during this life.
For those for whom reincarnation is an accepted philosophy, the vibration of
your full name can be seen as the totality of your personal evolution, the
experiences, talents, and wisdom accumulated over many life times. Every
experience, no matter how great or small, along this evolutionary path has
influenced your development, and brought you to your current state of being.
The Expression is your being; the Life Path is the major lesson you are
attempting to learn this time around. Time allows the gradual emergence of your
personality. By reading the Expression number below, you will come to
understand your basic nature and the abilities and issues inherent in your being.
Your Expression is 24/6
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Michelle, you are a loving and caring individual with a tendency to put the needs
of others before those of yourself. You are responsible and trustworthy with a
high regard for justice and honesty. Duty will follow you all your life and
sometimes feel a little too much of a burden.
You are artistic. Harmony and beauty are high on your list of priorities. You
have musical talent but the creative talents of a 6 are sometimes left undeveloped
or suppressed as a result of your tendency to sacrifice your time and pleasure to
the service of others. You are highly creative in all areas of life, particularly the
visual. You are also a talented business person and can work methodically
toward the realization of your goals.
You have a natural gift with flowers, gardens, and animals. Your love of
children has caused numerologists to dub you the "Cosmic Mother or Cosmic
Father". The very shape of the 6 resembles and symbolizes "Pregnant with
Love".
You are a natural counselor and healer. But you must be careful not to
interfere with the freedom of others. You are recognized as an idealist, mainly
regarding marriage, friendships and humanity.
The 6 is the most balanced of all numbers, but also contains within itself the
greatest paradoxes. It is as if opposite tendencies were tenuously poised.
Because of its gift for harmonizing these opposites, you are uniquely qualified to
handle and integrate contradictions within yourself. It is for this reason that 6s so
frequently find themselves in the role of healers or counselors, creating a peace
between opposing points of view, or internal conflicts within the self.
While you can be very idealistic, there may also be a temptation to acquire
beautiful objects by improper means. You must also guard against other
meddlesome behavior and domestic tyranny, or always having to have your own
way in a family dispute.
Conversely, you have it within yourself to understand another person's
dilemma and come up with a creative solution. Your natural ability to give comfort
and warmth can smooth over hurt feelings like a healing balm. You attract love
and appreciation. And rightly so, because you give the same in return.
You make an outstanding teacher (especially young children or special
education), healer, counselor social worker, psychologist, artist, designer,
gardener, florist, and farmer. You can be successful in business, especially
those that involve dealing with people.

MINOR EXPRESSION
The Minor Expression number is based on the current (or short) name; the
name you now use to introduce yourself including your last name.
The influence of the short name is minor in comparison to your full name.
Interestingly, the short name often compensates in some way for numbers (and
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their related characteristics) that are missing or out of balance in the full name.
For instance, a number missing in the full name may show up prominently in
the short name; or a number (or numbers) that appears in excess in the full name
can be compensated for in the short name. If a name change takes place later in
life through marriage or for professional reasons, it adds or subtracts certain
qualities. It can also focus and intensify existing characteristics or talents that
may be latent.
Your Minor Expression is 5
Your short name adds considerable flexibility and versatility to your personality.
Michelle, you now enjoy more travel and adventure. You are more curious about
people, new places, and seek out more excitement in life.
You are more dynamic and alive. New and original ideas come quicker to you.
You are a good deal more creative. Your verbal skills are increased and your
ability as a salesperson or promoter enhanced.
You suffer more when confined by restricted spaces or rigid rules. You yearn
for greater freedom of movement and expression. You are more likely to strike
out on your own, with your own ideas or methods.

HEART'S DESIRE
Your Heart's Desire is the inner you. It shows your underlying urge, your true
motivation. It reveals the general intention behind many of your actions.
Consequently, it dramatically influences the choices you make in life. The Heart's
desire is seen as part of the larger picture, called the core numbers, which
includes the Life Path, Expression, Day you were born, and Personality. But
each points to a different aspect of you.
The Expression number reveals your talents and abilities, and your general
direction in life. The Life Path is the central lesson you came into the world to
learn. The Day you were born is very closely connected to your Life Path. It
reveals specific talents you possess, which will be helpful to you in dealing with
your Life Path. The Personality reveals how people tend to see you. It also
demonstrates what characteristics you are projecting to the world. The Heart's
Desire demonstrates the identity of the soul that joined the earth -- you, the
spiritual being.
Your Heart's Desire is 11/2
Michelle, you have wisdom beyond your years. Even as a child, your
understanding of life was considerable, though it likely went unrecognized by
others.
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You are a born peacemaker. You are driven by a desire to settle conflicts and
create harmony. You are a healer and a visionary. You long to make the world a
better place, and cannot rest until you have dedicated your life to some
worthwhile cause.
Your realm is ideas and philosophy. You are attracted to the world of energy
more than to the mechanical or material planes. Philosophy, religion, and less
traditional forms of healing are among your specialties.
You are obsessed with the quest for enlightenment.
You are extremely sensitive and possess a high degree of intuition. Subtle
messages and feelings of others do not escape your attention. You are
powerfully aware of the thoughts and feelings of others. Unless you are well
grounded, this can throw you about emotionally. Your awareness can be both a
gift as well as a problem, because you so deeply desire to please others and
keep harmony in your environment.
Many 11s were born into extremely hostile or turbulent families. This often
resulted in psychological pain, lack of confidence, and shyness during childhood.
Somehow, the child with an 11 heart's desire recognized the sources of his
family's problem. This created an internal conflict for the child, who naturally
loved the troubled parent, but could not cope with that parent's behavior.
Therefore, many 11s are scarred early in life. They understand the sufferings
of others and seek to be of service in some way.
This is, in fact, the easiest way for you to heal yourself and find your greatest
satisfaction.
Michelle, you understand the importance of close, loving relationships.
Therefore, you are selective in choosing your friends and spouse. You are a
romantic, idealistic, but somewhat impractical person. Unless you have other
balancing characteristics (as indicated by 1s, 4s, and 8s in your chart), it is wise
to team up with a more practical and realistic partner.
You have a magnetic and charismatic personality. You like pondering abstract
matters. Your intelligence is electric. Ideas, solutions to problems, and
inventions seem to come to you as if out of the blue.
You are highly charged and intense. This can cause nervous tension. You
need to care for your nervous system with ample amounts of rest, a peaceful
environment, and proper diet -- avoiding extreme foods and drugs.
You are often more concerned with universal justice than with the individual.
The 11 is a master number, possessing great potential. It has been entrusted
to you as a gift that you are worthy of. The key is to maintain a hold on your ideals
and seek ways to practically implement them.
Michelle, you have a specific role and gift to give to the world. This requires
time and maturity to fully comprehend. But with patience and perseverance, you
will discover why you felt different and even unique as a child. At that time, you
will discover that what made you feel weak as a child will make you strong and
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confident as a mature adult.

PERSONALITY
Your Personality number is derived from the consonants of your full name at
birth. Your Personality is like a narrow entrance hall to the great room that is your
true nature. It is those aspects that you feel comfortable sharing with people at
the outset of a relationship. With time and trust, you invite others into the deeper
aspects of your nature; you reveal more of who you really are, in effect, your
Heart's Desire, Expression, and so on.
Your Personality number often serves as a censoring device, both in terms of
what you send out, as well as what you allow to approach. It discriminates in the
kinds of people and information you let enter your heart and mind. For this
reason, your Personality is usually much more narrow and protective in its
definition than the real you. It can screen out some of what you do not want to
deal with -- people or situations -- but it also welcomes those things that
immediately relate to your inner nature.
Your Personality number also indicates how others perceive you. No one can
be objective about himself or herself. Even our closest friends and relatives have
trouble describing how they see us.
Your Personality is 13/4
Michelle, you radiate reliability and consistency. People trust you and feel
secure with your judgment. You are seen as a cornerstone of a business and are
relied upon to do your work efficiently and expertly.
You have strength and respectability. You tend to dress in a utilitarian manner,
concerned mostly with convention, practicality, durability, and price. You present
yourself as someone who values correctness, control, and precision.
All of this stems from the fact that your most prized characteristic is your work.
You want to be judged on the basis of your performance, rather than your
appearance.
You are frugal and have learned to respect a dollar. You are concerned about
the security of your future and those you love. However, this may appear to
others as a bit too austere.
You tend to wear earth colors and conventional attire. You could benefit by
putting a little flair in your dress. Wear more uplifting colors. Loosen your dress
with less severe lines. If you wear a brown suit, include a bright tie or some
jewelry.
You are a family person. You love the intimacy, consistency, and the security a
family provides. You are a good provider and protector. But family members
may take your efforts for granted.
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Michelle, you are a true patriot. You love your country and are an integral part
of your community. Your consistency and adherence to your well-laid plans
usually pays off in a comfortable and secure future.

MATURITY
Your Maturity number indicates an underlying wish or desire that gradually
surfaces around age thirty to thirty-five. This underlying goal begins to emerge as
you gain a better understanding of yourself. With self-knowledge comes a
greater awareness of who you are, what your true goals in life are, and what
direction you want to set for your life. This, in a nutshell, is the gift of maturity:
You no longer waste time and energy on things that are not within your own
special identity.
No matter what your age is at present, your life is being channeled in a specific
direction, toward a very specific goal. That goal can be seen as a reward or the
fulfillment of a promise that is implicit in your current efforts, often without your
knowing it consciously. While the characteristics of this number are usually
visible during childhood, we tend to lose sight of these aspects until later in life.
But our lives are always being affected by this influence, nonetheless.
Your Maturity number begins to have a more profound impact on your life after
the age of 35. The influence of the number increases steadily as you grow older.
Your Maturity is 8
As you mature, Michelle, you will grow in success and financial reward. You
will find yourself deepening your commitment to your work. You will find it easier
to overcome difficulties that manifest in your path. Your capacity to use power
will grow; you will be recognized as a pillar of influence and dependability within
your community.
You will have to be strong and self-disciplined to avoid sudden painful material
losses. Beware of ego-inflation, the surest symptom of an imminent fall.
The 8 Maturity Number requires a certain degree of detachment from material
success; otherwise it will rule your personality, and make money an obsession.
Detachment allows you to remain focused on the higher values of mankind. One
of your important motivations should be a desire to build, create, or market in
order to enjoy the game of business.
Michelle, your wisdom and sheer common sense are recognized by many and
will attract important positions. It is possible that you will be given responsibility
for the care and management of other people's property. You may also be asked
to guide large institutions.
If you already have several 8s in your chart, especially in the core numbers,
you will have to guard against selfishness, accumulation for the sake of status,
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and greed. If you have few 8s in your chart, or none at all, your opportunity to
achieve the success and financial independence is greatly increased.

KARMIC LESSONS
Numerology is based on the understanding that we enter life with certain
strengths and weaknesses. Karmic lessons are areas that we are currently
weak in and must be faced and worked on in this life. There can be more than
one Karmic Lesson. These are indicated by the absence of certain numbers in
your name.
The letters and numbers of your name point to talents and abilities that you
possess. These characteristics can be compared to a workshop in which certain
tools are available to you. Missing numbers, those that are not represented in the
letters in your name, imply tools that are unavailable, and must be learned and
mastered during this lifetime.
You may well recognize your Karmic Lessons as weaknesses you have
learned to overcome in the course of your life, however, the challenges implied in
your Karmic Lessons will continue to come up occasionally for the rest of your
life.
(There are no Karmic Lessons hidden in your name.)

CHALLENGES
Each of us is born with both strengths and weaknesses. Numerology looks at
life as if it were an educational process that is meant to bring out and enhance
our talents, and turn our weaknesses into strengths. This serves to complete our
being.
The job of becoming whole is one in which we must face our weaknesses and
consciously work to improve ourselves. There are four Challenges to be faced
during our lives. For many of us, the same challenge is repeated, while others
have four distinctly different lessons to learn.
The Challenges on your life's path provide specific lessons that you must
attend to, and, in order to inspire and help you, life will place you in situations that
require the specific characteristics of your Challenge numbers.
The four Challenges you are required to overcome during the course of this
lifetime will influence you during different periods of your life, except for the Third
or Main Challenge, which lasts from birth until death. The Challenges are fluid
periods of your life, not confined to specific years so much as general periods. All
of your Challenges are present at birth, like actors standing in the wings.
THE FIRST CHALLENGE
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The duration of the First Challenge usually lasts from birth until approximately
the age of 30 to 35.
Your First Challenge is 2
Michelle, you are overly sensitive and too aware of other peoples' expectations.
You suppress yourself to avoid feeling conspicuous. You can be overwhelmed by
self-consciousness. You fear gossip about you. As a result, you become
inhibited. All of this results in a suppression of your own individuality and
uniqueness. You yearn to blend into the crowd.
You let your own feelings and emotions play too big a role. Your
hypersensitivity causes fear, timidity and lack of self-confidence. And you
experience unnecessary fear and emotional turmoil.
Little things seem disproportionately difficult to overcome and sometimes have
a paralyzing effect. Jealousy can cause much pain and misunderstanding.
These negative aspects of the challenge actually spring in part from positive
characteristics you possess, especially your acute awareness and intuition. You
are an antenna for other people’s feelings; you know before a word is spoken how
they feel.
Michelle, you lack the inner strength to maintain your own center, and try to
conform to the prevailing emotional atmosphere.
This challenge makes you understanding and compassionate; you have an
enormous empathy for the inner turmoil of others and can do much good for
people with emotional problems.
THE SECOND CHALLENGE
The Second Challenge usually lasts until the age of about 35 to 40.
Your Second Challenge is 6
Your challenge deals with distorted idealism. Michelle, your ideals are
unrealistically high, making life difficult for you and others. You have a hard time
being satisfied with anything you do, or with what others do for you. You lack
gratitude. This prevents you from seeing the beauty in your life. You may also
suffer from rigid thinking, which keeps you from having a clear perspective that
would otherwise awaken you to the many good things you have received.
At bottom, this challenge is about having blinders on. You are unable to see a
broader view, which makes you think you have all the answers. This keeps away
information and perspectives that would be helpful to you.
Your desire to be of service to others is sincere. However, it may be blocking
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you from seeing the necessity of working on your own inner development.
Michelle, you can be domineering and righteous, often telling others what is
right and what is wrong. You often feel a lack of appreciation from others.
There is an opportunity to be of service, to teach and heal, but you will have to
achieve a balanced perspective between your idealism and your resistance to
personal transformation.
THIRD CHALLENGE
This Challenge carries much weight and will be felt throughout your life. For
that reason, it is also called the Main Challenge.
As you master this challenge, your life will come more and more under your
own control. You will incorporate the positive aspects of the challenge into your
character. This is its purpose in the first place. Therefore, there is implicit in the
challenge a chance for great reward.
In short, this may be the secret to your success.
Your Third Challenge is 4
You tend to be disorderly and disorganized. Michelle, you are impractical and
tend to fantasize about projects or possibilities that have little value or future.
You must learn to discriminate between iron balloons and those that will fly.
You have difficulty finishing projects because your vision becomes chaotic and
loses tract of the path ahead.
You have to learn to be aware of the details. Keep your environment clean and
orderly. Be efficient.
You have the ability to be practical and organized but you must learn their
value. This will cause you to incorporate them into your daily life and give you the
basis for success.
This is the challenge of building a lasting foundation for your life. Michelle, you
will need perseverance and repeated effort. Get-rich-quick schemes will likely
backfire; persistent effort is the key to your future happiness.
THE FOURTH CHALLENGE
The Fourth Challenge is most strongly felt during the latter part of our lives,
beginning at the age of approximately 45.
Your Fourth Challenge is 4
(This Challenge is the same as the Third, as described above.)
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PINNACLES
The Pinnacles are four long-term cycles, or periods, on our Life Path. Each
Pinnacle represents a particular lesson we are working on. The first Pinnacle
usually lasts from birth to between the ages of 30 and 35 (your specific Pinnacle
periods are provided below). The middle two Pinnacles each last nine years.
The last Pinnacle will stay with you for the remainder of your life.
The Pinnacles are very important. The transition from one Pinnacle to the next
is always strongly felt. Your Pinnacles reveal the general conditions and events
you will experience during the period. The Pinnacle describes the atmosphere, or
the essential challenge you will be faced with.
You can prepare yourself for the times ahead by knowing your approaching
Pinnacle number.
The transition from one Pinnacle to the next is usually prepared for
approximately 2 years in advance. The latter part of that two year period is
particularly strong. Michelle, you will likely make some life-altering decisions -marriage, job or career change, or any number of major changes in your
character.
Perhaps the most strongly felt change -- internally as well as externally -- is the
transition from the first to the second Pinnacle. This change usually takes place
in your late 20s or early 30s -- the exact date depends on your Life Path number
and is provided below. You begin to feel the impact of this coming change
approximately two years prior. This is usually a difficult transition, but once
crossed usually provides a clear sense of direction in one's life. It also gives you
a much firmer sense of your identity. It is a gateway to maturity.
Your First Pinnacle (from birth until age 34) is 4
This is a Pinnacle of hard work and many rewards. Michelle, you have the
opportunity to build a foundation that will last. Your abilities as an organizer,
manager, or simply the rock of any institution are greatly increased. You are
dependable and reliable. Your ability to fulfill responsibilities is likewise enhanced.
As a result of your industry and perseverance, success is well within your
reach. It is a step-by-step process in which you build something by small bricks
laid one after another.
You will find yourself caring for others in a very material way. Family and
in-laws can be burdensome, since you are seen as the cornerstone of the
foundation.
Your life is preoccupied with details and responsibilities that must be taken
care of. You have set in motion projects that are your children, demanding your
constant attention. While there are many rewards, there are also many
frustrations. Michelle, your sense of your own limits and the consuming nature of
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details may at times seem overwhelming.
You must remember that things that last require slow growth. You may
mistakenly believe that your progress should be faster, or happen with greater
ease.
The need for efficiency, orderliness, and methodical systems limit your
creativity.
Your challenge is to be flexible and adaptable. Learn to play more and allow
yourself to be more spontaneous.
Children born under this Pinnacle will tend to be serious and affected by the
financial limitations of their parents. The child may feel the need to leave home
early and start a family of his own. He or she must be encouraged to be more
farsighted and flexible. The child should avoid jumping into the harsh realities of
life too soon.
Your Second Pinnacle (from age 35 until age 43) is 8
Michelle, under the influences of this Pinnacle, you will have greatly enhanced
talent for dealing successfully with business and finances. This is a time of
material growth, a time of expansion and reward. It is the cycle of harvest.
The 8 Pinnacle also increases your personal power. You have sound
judgment and vision. In fact, this is the basis of your financial success.
People sense your power and effectiveness. They defer to you much more
easily, and look to you for answers. This makes it easier for you to use power
without having to be a bully or force your way through situations. They perceive
your able ness and want to join you in your vision. Others have faith in you.
You will be able to organize large enterprises. Problems do not threaten you
so much as provide a challenge. You yourself sense your enhanced personal
powers and feel a growing sense of stability and centeredness. You will be
capable of influencing matter in an almost magical way. As a result, you are
extremely goal oriented, moving toward the realization of your dreams with
confidence and clarity.
Michelle, your challenge during this period is to maintain a hold on your human
and spiritual values. You must remain balanced between heaven and earth.
There will be enormous temptations to make money and status your only
priorities, excluding the more human or immaterial matters entirely. This will
undoubtedly lead to losses. You are being tested and instructed in the real value
of money -- it's natural place in life. If money is placed on a high altar,
overshadowing all other facets of life, you will become its slave.
If you are balanced in your approach to money, and have proper perspective,
this can be a truly rewarding period, both materially and spiritually. That is the
true promise of the 8.
The number 8 symbolizes the balance between the finite and infinite, matter
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and spirit.

It offers a great opportunity to grow.

Your Third Pinnacle (from age 44 until age 52) is 3
This is a highly creative period. Michelle, your self-expression is greatly
enhanced. Your creative and artistic talents will peak. You should do everything
possible to refine these abilities and make the most of them. Many under the 3
Pinnacle are drawn to writing, the theater, singing, and dance. Your chances of
success are also heightened. Hard work in any artistic field that one has a talent
for can result in much reward.
This is also a highly social and emotional time. You attract friends and
admirers with your charm and gregarious nature.
You have the ability to inspire and motivate people. Your upbeat energy causes
people to want to work with and for you.
This is a lucky period, as well. You can overcome problems with considerably
less effort than in the past.
All of this can lead to self-indulgence and lack of productivity. Life is a little
easier, which can make you less vigilant. You need focus and discipline. Under
the influence of this Pinnacle, hard work is the key and the challenge to making
the most of your opportunities.
Be careful of impulsive behavior or doing things on a lark. You must know your
limits during this period. Be careful of your money; balance your accounts.
Guard against disorderly thinking and behavior. Otherwise, you may do things
you regret or simply squander away so many opportunities.
Children born under this Pinnacle must be disciplined and kept from being
spoiled. An early education in the arts will inspire the child to make the most of
his or her artistic talents.
Your Fourth Pinnacle (from age 53) is 1
Michelle, this is a period requiring much independence, courage, resiliency,
and initiative. You must bounce back after many difficult experiences. The
challenge of this Pinnacle is to gain will power.
There is not a lot of support from others or from family. You must draw from
your own strength. You will have to guard against self pity or surrender.
Keep focused on your dreams. This Pinnacle will require an iron will to keep
hold of your goals, and also the flexibility to maneuver around difficulties, and
bend with the winds of adversity.
This is a period of rapid self-improvement and growth. You will be forced to
use every talent and capability you possess. You will need to be resourceful.
Michelle, you must continually put out effort, but with it comes great reward.
Without it, there is no accomplishment nor satisfaction, only a negative attitude
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toward life.
Be careful not to become too self centered, headstrong or self important. Be
strong but flexible. Be open to the counsel of others, but make up your own mind.
The benefit of this Pinnacle number is a strong sense of your individuality and
strength. You will know what you are made of. There are many hidden gifts in
this period, perhaps the greatest of which is faith.
Your Pinnacle provides you with the characteristics of leadership, boldness,
and daring. You will have many unconventional ideas and the skill and courage to
make them a reality. Your abilities to manage and organize people and
institutions are greatly enhanced. You have vision and confidence in the worth of
your dreams.
These characteristics provide great opportunity for success and major
accomplishments.

CYCLES
Like most stories, there are three great divisions of our lives: the First, or
opening period, finds us groping to find our true nature; at the same time, we are
trying to cope with the powerful forces that are present in our environment, our
parents and the socio-economic conditions of our family, for example. The
Second Cycle, or middle period of our lives, brings about the slow emergence of
our individual and creative talents. The initial part of this cycle -- the early and mid
30s -- represents a struggle to find our place in the world, while the late 30s, 40s,
and early 50s, sees us with a greater degree of self-mastery and influence over
the environment. The Third, or final Cycle, can represent a flowering of our inner
being, such that our true nature has finally come to fruition. It is during this period
that one has the greatest degree of self-expression and power.
Your First Cycle (from birth until age 25) is 3
A time of heightened self expression and much social support. Any ability you
possess in the arts, especially in writing, acting, or dance, will be brought to new
heights and meet with much reward. Michelle, you are socially active as never
before. You will appear to others as charming, attractive, and even charismatic.
Be careful not to waste your energies on too many superficial projects or
relationships, however. The time requires discipline and focus in order to make
the most of the great upward energy that is filling your life.
Your Second Cycle (from age 26 until age 52) is 1
This is a period of much intensity. It requires fortitude, courage, and flexibility.
Michelle, you will be forced to use every one of your talents in order to achieve
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your own personal individuality and independence. This is a period of integration
and a focusing on your life's dream. Your grip on your direction will be tested, but
somehow the resources are available to overcome any obstacle and emerge
from this time all the stronger. It is a time requiring independence, resilience, and
strength, but these characteristics become integral part of your personality. This
cycle marks a time of progress.
Your Third and last Cycle (from age 53) is 7
A time to specialize, a time to think deeply and contemplate the deeper
questions of life. Study a subject you enjoy in depth. Michelle, you are attracted
to the fields of science, technology, philosophy, and metaphysics. Become an
expert in a specific area. You have excellent intuition and a mind that can
penetrate beneath the surface of any subject you commit to. Focus your
energies and thoughts. This is a period of inner development. Meditation,
contemplation, and self-reflection are means of inner enrichment. Develop
wisdom. Relationship may seem burdensome at times because of the desire to
spend time alone. There is some resistance to sharing your deeper feelings with
others. The inner life is so compelling that you will want to immerse yourself in it.
Share the knowledge you accumulate by teaching, counseling, or simply talking to
others.

ESSENCE
The Essence Number and the Personal Year Number are the two essential
indicators of the forces that will influence your life during the course of any year.
While the Personal Year runs from January to January, the Essence is most
strongly felt from birthday to birthday. For example, if your essence number is 8
for the year 1988, you would begin to feel the influence of that 8 most powerfully
after your 1988 birthday. The influence would begin to wane during 1989 and
would finally end at your birthday of 1989.
The Essence number indicates the lessons you will be dealing with during that
year. It says a great deal about how you will perceive your environment. It also
gives clear advice on how you can be most successful during the year, that is,
which types of behavior will be supported by your milieu, and which ones will be
less effective.
Your Essence at the age of 44 is 17/8
This is a period when business and career affairs dominate your agenda. A
major new opportunity will unfold to you and you will have to give yourself to it
entirely to make it work. It is a time of progress and much personal power, but
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the demands of the time are equally large, thus requiring careful planning and
attention to detail.
All business matters -- including personal economies -- will come under sharp
scrutiny. Michelle, you will likely have more money than during previous years,
but, conversely, you must be more careful with it.
A new start can be made. You sense the need to grasp it. But you also are
aware that it must be treated with great care. Therefore, be astute in all your
business dealings. Major mistakes can be made if you are not careful, and they
can affect you for some years to come. It a time of cautious use of power. You
are being asked to develop wisdom in all your dealings.
Balance -- in areas from your mundane affairs to your eminently important
relationships -- is the key to your success. Keep a tight control on your
bookkeeping, while providing strong leadership and gentle guidance to your family
or close associates.
It is also a time when old issues -- especially debts from the past -- surface
with a vengeance, making it necessary to pay the piper before further progress
can be made. The irony is that while you have greater resources, there are often
equally large demands made of you.
This is a time, too, when you will realize that you are a survivor. No matter
what difficulties you have experienced in the past, this is a period when you can
regain a sense of progress in career matters. You will feel that you are doing
important work, and will be richly rewarded for it.
Your Essence at the age of 45 is 17/8
(The Essence for age 45 is the same as that for age 44, as described above.)

PERSONAL YEARS
Your Personal Year number is a strong indication of the trends and
circumstances you will experience during the year ahead. Your Personal Year
cycles are based on the Universal Year cycles and therefore run concurrent with
the calendar year. Transit and Essence cycles are based on the letters of your
name and run from birth date to birth date.
There are nine personal year numbers, which makes up a complete Epicycle.
Each Epicycle reveals the progression or evolution of a specific part of your
growth. Michelle, your progress along this Epicycle can be seen very logically,
from the infancy or beginning of a growth period in your life, to the conclusion or
culmination of that process. The 1 personal year indicates your first steps in a
new direction. The years that follow indicate your progress along this path,
concluding with your 9 Personal Year, which completes the cycle. Below is a
description of your current Personal Year. It indicates where you are on the 9
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year Epicycle.
The Personal Years form the building steps that mark your progress through
life.
Your Personal Year for 2014 is 2
Michelle, this is a year to carefully protect and nurture your plans. You will be
like a mother watching over her children, conscious of every threat, real or
imagined.
You need tact and cooperation to keep yourself moving forward. There will
likely be confrontations with others, requiring a subtle and gentle approach. You
will have to stay focused on your goals, yet use intelligent persuasion. Being
forceful may work against you; compromises will work in your favor.
You will be unusually sensitive and may wonder at times what happened to the
drive and momentum you felt last year. This year requires something else from
you now -- a delicate sense of balance and a willingness to go around obstacles,
without losing sight of your goal.
You may experience some emotional depressions and frustrations. The year
is marked by struggle, but there are many opportunities to advance your plans.
This is a year of slow growth, requiring patience.
Be discriminating in your associations and secretive about your plans. Don't
talk too much about your ideas; be a bit secretive; guard yourself and your ideas.
You are somewhat vulnerable this year.
This is a good year to improve yourself through reading and research.
Michelle, your growing awareness of the less visible and less obvious aspects of
life will make you much stronger and better prepared for the future.
You must be wise in all your relationships and associations this year. You are
far more capable of establishing close, even life long relationships this year.
Because sensitivity and openness are heightened, many people find their "soul
mate" in a two year.
May is the pivotal month in the year. You are extremely intuitive and sensitive.
You are also self-reflecting and better able to influence your peers and situation
through spiritual awareness. July brings a culmination of plans and a distinct step
forward. August sees things become more concrete and brings a new beginning.
September is emotional, requiring adjustments, tact, and inner resolve. The 2
year is a year of growth and advancement, but through gentle means, and the
indirect use of your personal power.
Your Personal Year for 2015 is 3
This is a year of expansion and personal growth, Michelle. It is a time of
heightened personal expression. Creativity and artistic talent come to the
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forefront. You are lighthearted and drawn to all kinds of social events.
More than most other years, you will entertain and be entertained. You meet
new and exciting people. It is a time to appreciate all that you have.
You are highly dynamic and charismatic. Your challenge is to avoid scattering
your energies. You have a rare opportunity to bring forth new and creative ideas.
But that requires discipline and focus.
It is easy to be optimistic and enthusiastic this year and this may result in
speeding up your projects. Yet there will be delays and disappointments unless
your enthusiasm is based upon the reality of work and concentration.
This is a pleasant time in which friendship is enjoyed and love shared easily.
This is often a good financial year, particularly if your creativity is well directed.
Surround yourself with upbeat and positive people.
Michelle, you may travel more than usual, which in all likelihood will be filled
with exciting people and pleasure.
Control this years tendencies towards glamour and extravagance, yet allow
your self more room to enjoy and celebrate.
You communicate well this year and are more capable of getting your ideas
across.
Love is in the air.
February brings changes; June sees the completion of a project and July
signals a new beginning. August can be emotional, as can November.

PERSONAL MONTHS
Your Personal Month for January 2014 is 3
Michelle, January is a 3 Personal Month in a 2 Personal Year. Hence, the
month brings you optimism and energy. The drive and enthusiasm that emerged
during the second half of last year is still with you, along with a certain caution
born of inner change and the emotional ups and downs that arose during the
previous 18 months.
You're aware of your need for support, cooperation, and advice. And this
month, you find yourself establishing closer ties and better communication
among those with whom you live and work.
Michelle, you are also reflective and relaxed. Take time to play and laugh.
Reach out to friends and loved ones. Communicate your ideas freely. You and
your plans will be supported, which will heighten your optimism about the future.
Romance is an important part of this months' experiences, and the chances
are good that you may meet someone special.
Your Personal Month for February 2014 is 4
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Michelle, February is a 4 Personal Month in a 2 Personal Year. You will realize
early this month that progress depends upon your willingness to work diligently
and remain focused on details.
You feel capable and confident, but as your effort increases -- and the hours
pile up -- you may become frustrated with the slow response of others. Keep
your nose to the grindstone, and if necessary put in overtime. Don't try to dodge
the bullet; bite down on it and keep going.
Meanwhile, be willing to cooperate, listen to others, and tactfully communicate
your convictions, as well as your doubts.
This is an excellent month to improve your financial position, particularly
through better management. Through your consistent and patient effort, a raise
or profitable business deal is also in the cards.
Relationships tend to be a little shaky for most of this month. Michelle, you
may be somewhat irritable and lack patience as a result of stress and emotional
turmoil in your work-environment.
Maintaining a well-ordered environment and avoiding procrastination will help
you bypass much emotional stress.
Your Personal Month for March 2014 is 5
Michelle, March is a 5 Personal Month in a 2 Personal Year. It brings some
relief from last months' frustrating efforts to persuade others and to keep track of
the details.
This month will be hectic with some unexpected changes. Don't try to plan
everything down to its final detail. Instead, be flexible and adapt to whatever
comes your way.
The expression "being in the flow", is instructive for most of this month and you
will be astonished by coincidences in which timing is crucial. Don't make
financially risky decisions, especially involving business. Checking and
double-check all your facts before going forward with your plans. Be skeptical!
However, your ability to promote yourself, your plans, or a product is enhanced.
There will be many social events and opportunities. Take advantage of them.
The chances of meeting new people who can support you in your endeavors are
especially good.
A letter or phone call from someone you haven't heard from in a long time may
surprise you.
It's high noon for romance, but be warned. You may not be as discriminating
and cautious as you should be. Allow your rational mind to take a critical look at
flattering admirer(s).
Your Personal Month for April 2014 is 6
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Michelle, April is a 6 Personal Month in a 2 Personal Year. Matters of the heart
come to the foreground.
Romance is now at the top of your list of opportunities.
On the other hand, the month brings instability to outdated relationships, and
some may end. You become aware of the need to let go of certain people,
although final good-byes may not occur until July or early August of this year.
Michelle, your family and friends need more attention and you will likely find
yourself playing the roles of mediator, comforter, and counselor. You'll be the one
to offer the proverbial shoulder to cry on this month. A younger person,
particularly, needs your love and attention.
Your career is guided favorably by the Force. There is an increase in your
workload and responsibilities due to a promotion -- or one that may be in the
offing. The change may well bring financial rewards.
This is a good time for finances, particularly those related to real-estate.
Your Personal Month for May 2014 is 7
Michelle, May is a 7 Personal Month in a 2 Personal Year. The combination
leads to powerful self-discoveries and intuitive perceptions. It is a highly spiritual
time, causing you to withdraw from the hustle and bustle of daily life. Your focus
is inward. You find yourself contemplating the mystery of your own existence,
your purpose in life, and your direction.
You find yourself taking time off to read, meditate. Your interests are spiritual,
not worldly. It's an excellent time to take a vacation, as long as you avoid
group-activities.
Social demands will make you irritable and out of sorts. Be with yourself or
enjoy meaningful discussions with someone close to you. In this way, you may
deepen your marriage or romantic relationship.
It is a time for wisdom and insights, even premonitions and revelations that
have little to do with intellectual effort, but are the result of heightened awareness
and a free-flowing channel between your sub-conscious and your conscious.
Be particularly alert to your dreams and the direction and insight they offer.
Your Personal Month for June 2014 is 8
Michelle, June is an 8 Personal Month in a 2 Personal Year. Now the time is
ripe to reach out and receive some of the fruits of your labors. It is a harvesting
time, but the rewards are still dependent upon good relations with co-workers.
Ask for a promotion, or a raise. Let those in the right positions know that you
value the recognition and respect they bestow upon you.
You are in the right state of mind to deal with some tricky personality-clashes;
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solve communication problems; turn enemies into friends; and in many ways
manipulate events through gentle persuasion. The numbers 2 and 8 allow you to
handle sensitive issues with tact and diplomacy, as well as with authority and
decisiveness. It is a good time for negotiations in every area of your life, personal
as well as professional.
Romance is very favorable, but can be spoiled by money issues. On the other
hand, domestic affairs can be troublesome and can leave you feeling powerless
unless you are willing to cooperate.
Leave such issues alone for now. The domestic scene is better handled next
month, when all dealings with relatives are easier and smoother.
Your Personal Month for July 2014 is 9
Michelle, July is a 9 Personal Month in a 2 Personal Year and is both emotional
and demanding. This is a month to take care of loose ends. Relationships that
have been rocky of late will reach critical mass, to be worked out and deepened,
or separated entirely. Actually, this is a testing period for relationships in all areas
of your life. The 9 and the 2 combination -- both diplomatic, sensitive, and service
oriented -- advises that you avoid confrontations. Work with issues quietly and
patiently.
At the same time, it is an excellent period to look inward and acknowledge your
own needs and desires. Let go of all that you have outgrown, including people,
situations, material objects -- anything that you have out-grown. This month is
your opportunity to avoid becoming an emotional and/or material packrat. This is
the time to empty your cup in order to make room for new gifts coming your way.
This is a transition period. Michelle, you will likely experience deep emotions,
even nostalgia and melancholy. At times, you may feel exhausted. Yet, such
feelings are not altogether unpleasant. There is a cleansing and healing taking
place at a very deep and personal level.
You are not entirely conscious of all that is happening, and consequently you
may not be able to express your feelings to others. You may sense that you do
not fully understand yourself. Give it time and much will be revealed to you.
An opportunity to be involved in a good cause may present itself and your
sacrifice will actually help you achieve stability and inner strength.
This is a good time financially. Some payment may be received for something
you'd forgotten, or for reasons you do not expect.
This is a month that requires balance: you are feeling emotional yourself, but at
the same time you must also focus on the needs of others. If you indulge too
much in your own feelings, especially self-pity, you will suffer more self-doubt
than if you remain balanced between your own needs and service to others.
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Your Personal Month for August 2014 is 1
Michelle, August is a 1 Personal Month in a 2 Personal Year. It brings new
energy and a kind of restoration of life. There is a feeling of rebirth, excitement, a
brightness in the air that wipes away the last residues of last month’s bouts of
gloominess and self-doubt. You want a change, a challenge, some goal toward
which you can direct your enthusiasm.
Well, that's what this month will bring. A new project, career change,
something new. Keep in mind, however, that you are planting seeds now that
must be nurtured and cultivated over the next year or so. In other words, you
must remain focused on this dream to nurture it properly over time.
Don't take chances financially. Your optimism may make you impulsive and
vulnerable. Remain cautious and research all propositions brought to you.
Michelle, you likely will be introduced to new people and, if you are not already
involved, one of them may evolve into a passionate romance. Here, also, the
careful approach can save some future heartache. The child in you is very much
alive, trusting and believing that everything is what it seems.
While this is a very promising time for romance, keep in mind that a certain
amount of rational examination is necessary to protect yourself. Wait until the
end of next month before you surrender your heart to the person you are attracted
to.
Your Personal Month for September 2014 is 2
Michelle, September is a 2 Personal Month in a 2 Personal Year. The number
11 -- referred to in numerology as a Master number, and therefore highly charged,
sensitive and intuitive -- is also prominent in your life now. You are extremely
perceptive.
Dreams are full of insight, and seemingly irrational and creative ideas should
be examined seriously. Your most powerful asset right now is your inner antenna
that is picking up vibrations that escape others.
Your relationship with co-workers is fragile, but this is due largely to your
enhanced sensitivity. Don't take your emotions too serious. Increased sensitivity
magnifies and exaggerates emotions. If you fixate too much on them, you'll do
yourself a disservice. Overlook slights and let things pass without retort. People
will come around.
Romance is still strong, but you must remain realistic. Last months'
excitement and infatuation has given rise to self-examination. As with
co-workers, long-term relationships and friendships are fragile right now. Again,
be skeptical of your emotions; it's quite possible that you are making mountains
out of mole hills.
Cooperation, tact, patience, tolerance, and forgiveness are the key-words to
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make this month pleasant and successful.
Your Personal Month for October 2014 is 3
Michelle, October is a 3 Personal Month in a 2 Personal Year, and you need a
break. If possible, take some time off to recharge your batteries. You need
sunshine, relaxation, fun, and laughter with friends. The only career aspects that
are favorably highlighted are those related to creativity, and inspiring and
motivating those with whom you work. It's a good time to express the thoughts
and ideas that you've been thinking about for the past several months. You can
make a favorable impression on superiors, even with ideas that are a little daring.
Avoid stress and working under pressure now. The next five months give you
the strength to survive and even prosper under pressure, but avoid stressful
situations this month.
Postpone important financial decisions if possible, unless they have to do with
"fun projects", such as travel, exercise equipment, creative endeavors, and the
like. A modest amount of gambling can be healthy and has a better chance of
paying off this month than most other months.
Romance is light and playful. Again, postpone important decisions in the area
of romance.
Your Personal Month for November 2014 is 4
Michelle, November is a 4 Personal Month in a 2 Personal Year. It's definitely
time to get down to business, to focus on work, and finish anything that's been left
undone. Pay attention to the details; don't procrastinate; don't cut corners. Get
the picture?
You are laying a foundation for the future, proving to yourself and others that
you are worthy of the responsibilities and challenges you have taken on.
Your energy is strong and focused. You can concentrate even when work
becomes routine and boring. You are in a crucial stage in your life, but you've got
the energy and a take-no-prisoners attitude that will lead you to success.
The best way to balance such determination is to get in touch with nature: take
a walk in the woods; sit at the edge of the lake; feel the earth and your connection
with it.
If you have recently become involved in a romance, this month will bring
commitment and stability to the relationship.
Your Personal Month for December 2014 is 5
Michelle, December is a 5 Personal Month in a 2 Personal Year and brings
changes and restlessness. You feel a need to be with others, to be social, to
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laugh and talk and enjoy yourself.
You receive opportunities to travel and will meet a new and exciting person on
a trip away from home. This person inspires and motivates you to try something
new, to get off the beaten path and take a chance.
This is a month that could bring quite a few surprises, most of which invigorate
you. It is a dynamic time that brings information and knowledge from unexpected
sources. You want change. You are ready to try a new direction, which causes
you to see your career with new eyes. You are in an adventurous mode and
willing to take a risk.
This month requires courage and flexibility. There are new opportunities
awaiting you and it is up to you to prevent them from slipping by.
Michelle, your love relationship is in a vulnerable state and some suppressed
anxieties need to be released. You are somewhat impulsive and may need to
force yourself to slow down. You experience a bit of self-indulgence. There is a
need for self-discipline.
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